THREE
NETWORK LAYERS
MARKETPLACE
FREELANCER
CROWDFUNDING OPTION

ERC20
IDEA TOKEN
BUY/SELL
GET FUNDED BY IDEA
Bring us "ready to start a
project" and apply for the full
funding but IDEAOLOGY
Team.

ONE MARKETPLACE
Through the IDEAOLOGY platform, developers will be able to
collaborate between different projects as well as trade
templates and educate each other. Creating one big
community, they will help each other and act as a self-sufficient
ecosystem. Community members will also have an option to
support kickstart projects, hire freelancers, buy creative assets,
lock coins, earn dividends, and much more.

THE LOWEST
FEES EVER

Over 40% of new businesses fail because their
product doesn’t fil a gap or offer a solution to the
marketplace. Around 30% run out of cash. They
spend their whole budget on unimportant,
short-term issues and lose sight of the big picture.
Lastly, 30% of startups fail due to problems with
their workforce.

As a developer, though, your focus is – or should
be – mainly geared towards coding.
Understandably, you spend most of your time
developing your project and transmitting your
vision to your peers. Networking, marketing and
finances are probably the least of your concerns.
Motivating and tracking the performance of your
troops in these areas might also not be
something you’re necessarily comfortable with –
even if you’re conscious of their importance.

Don’t worry,
we have you covered.

IDEAOLOGY’s unique sharing-orientated platform, developers are able to
collaborate on different projects and free trade ideas, skills and procedures.
IDEAOLOGY combines the three elements
necessary to take a business to the next level:
Blockchain technology, a Blockhain Launchpad
and, last but not least, IDEAOLOGY project
founding.

We’ll use your initial funding to grow a thriving
community, then give it back to you, the people.
Through the ICO process, we’ll build our communal environment as it develops. Just like a family,
we’ll love it, raise it, and watch it grow together. By
using the IDEAOLOGY platform, you’ll be invited
to help us create a perfect eco-system that will
ultimately serve you, taking your feedback and
advice into account, and improving it as we grow.

Because we believe in fairness, IDEAOLOGY
doesn’t force developers to tokenize their ideas
but, instead, tokenizes their equity shares. With
project founding available worldwide, we enable
those with the potential to grow, even in lesser
developed areas. Through IDEAOLOGY’s unique
sharing-orientated platform, developers are able
to collaborate on different projects and free trade
ideas, skills and procedures.

We hope you’ll believe in us.
We sure do believe in you.

IDEA Token is utility token and enable you
to gain a financial freedom, lessen risks
and switch your idea into business.

- ERC20
- integrated wallet
- buy/sell/get
funded
- and HODL :)

•Research
•Concept development
•Team forming
•MVP & Whitepaper
•Office & Incorporation
•Project Launch
•Community Engagement
& Rewarding Programs
•Pre-ICO and ICO Sale
•Team Expansion
•Platform
Development start
•Launchpad BETA and testing
•Launchpad v1.0 Launch
•IDEA listed on Exchanges

•Wallet BETA and testing
•Wallet Launch

•Launchpad ready to use

•Online Academy
•Technology News Site
•Ideaology Auctions
•ICO listing site

A team of talented entrepreneurs,
freelancers and developers,
committed to a great IDEA: YOURS

Khaled Alkalbini
Founder & CEO

Amar Kovačević
Co-founder & CTO

Anita Erker
CMO & COO

Matija Minović
Brand & Design Specialist

Many great ideas never come to life due to a
lack of funds, knowledge or people. We had to
put an end to that! We are a team of talented
developers from around the world, connected
by the same passion and ideas.
Through years of remote, outsourced and
freelance work, we realized the necessity for a
united platform that allows people with talent
to join forces through a structured eco-system.
We thus created IDEAOLOGY, a unique
Blockchain Launchpad enabling business
founders, freelancers and developers to
collaborate, grow and achieve their full
potential.
Whether you are a developer or a freelancer,
IDEAOLOGY will give you all the opportunities
to find an exciting project where you can shine
and further your career.
Combining all the services business founders
need to develop their business, IDEAOLOGY
creates the perfect conditions for your success.
By bringing everyone under the same roof,
IDEAOLOGY is committed to remove
boundaries and promote business
collaboration worldwide.
Because our main ambition is to allow talent
to thrive, no matter where it is.

Md. Zil
Community Happiness
Specialist

Even with a great idea, most people simply never get the opportunity to
build a successful business. We all need a little help when we get
started. And with the right kind of network, the right kind of guidance,
I believe everyone can achieve great things.

